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Picking a Market
Selecting a market to invest in is one of the most 
important steps in real estate investing—but it’s also 
one of the most overwhelming. While it may seem like 
a better idea to keep your options open, zeroing in on a 
few markets is key to reducing overchoice and analysis 
paralysis.

Compare the five 
markets you’ve analyzed, 
and see which comes out 
the winner. 

The key variables when choosing a market are, 
on a high-level:

• Price Point (the median home price)

• Performance (supply-and-demand 
dynamics)

• Cash Flow vs. Appreciation (the trade-
off between the two)

There are also considerations based on your investing 
goals and strategies, particularly whether the market 
supports your deal type. (For example, if you are 
focusing on the short-term rental strategy, you 
may want to prioritize vacation and tourist-focused 
markets.) 

Every local market in the United States has a different 
balance of these variables, and you don’t want to 
choose a market based on just one. This is why 
market analysis is crucial. But don’t worry—we’ve 
made it easy for you! Use the following worksheet to 
analyze the key metrics and conditions for several 
markets. If you’re a new investor, the best place to start 
is by filling out this worksheet for your local market, 
even if you aren’t planning to invest there. Then, move 
on to four other markets that you’re interested in 
based on your goals and investing strategy. 

And don’t forget to watch a recording of Dave Meyer’s 
live workshop on picking a market! 

http://www.biggerpockets.com/pro/videos


Population Growth:

Median Household Income: 

Wage/Income Growth:

Unemployment Rate: 

Job Growth:

Home Ownership Rate: 

Median Age: 

Market Name:

Market Fundamentals

Biggest Employers & Employment Notes:

Crime Rate:

Picking a Market 
Worksheet

Select one market to evaluate. This could 
be your local market or somewhere long 
distance. 

Download and print multiple versions of this 
worksheet to compare different markets. 
If you’re new to investing, we recommend 
focusing on five markets or fewer. If you’re 
experienced, you can select as many 
markets as is practical for your analysis. 



Median Sale Price: 

• YoY Price Growth:

• 5-Year Price Growth: 

Housing Inventory:

Property Tax Rate:

Average Insurance: 

Median Rent: 

• YoY Rent Growth:

• 5-Year Rent Growth:

Rent-to-Income Ratio: 

(Annual Median Rent / Median Household Income)

Rent-to-Price Ratio: 

(Monthly Median Rent / Median Sale Price)

Housing Market Conditions

Regulatory Environment:

X Factors:

*This is a condensed excerpt of the The Real Estate Strategy Planner

Public Schools: 



Take Your Market Research 
Skills to the Next Level!

Watch a recording of expert host Dave Meyer’s live virtual 
workshop on exclusive tips about picking your next real 

estate investment market.

Watch in the Pro-exclusive video library!

Once you go Pro, you’ll be able to watch the 
workshop recording and get immediate access 
to exclusive benefits like unlimited calculator 
reports, lease agreements, partner benefits, 
and future Pro-exclusive events!

VP of Market Intelligence at BiggerPockets
Amsterdam, NL

Rental property owner
Commercial investor

Host, On the Market podcast
Author of Real Estate by the Numbers
Author of Start with Strategy

ABOUT THE 
WORKSHOP HOST
DAVE MEYER

Was once a newbie to real estate! 

This recording is only for BiggerPockets Pro 
Members. Don’t worry, you can use the code 

 your first year of Pro Annual!

MARKET24 to get 20% off

http://www.biggerpockets.com/pro/videos
https://www.biggerpockets.com/membership-types
https://www.biggerpockets.com/membership-types
https://www.biggerpockets.com/membership-types


Unsure Where 
to Start? Look at 
Affordable Markets!

When it comes to many markets, housing affordability 
is one of the biggest barriers to entry for new 
homeowners and investors alike. If you’re a new 
investor, you’re likely looking to get the most bang for 
your buck when choosing a market to invest in.

Our affordability data ranks over 900 U.S. housing 
markets on key affordability metrics like

• Median income

• Rent-to-income ratio

• Rent-to-price ratio

• Unemployment rate

• And more!

If you’re unsure which markets to zero in on 
in your analysis, our affordability ranking is a 
great place to start. Pro Members can find this 
detailed affordability data in the Resource Hub. 
And stay tuned, because we’ll be dropping new 
market data regularly to help you stay on top of 
the latest market trends and metrics!
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To explain how property values have remained relatively stable despite significant headwinds, 

we need to look at the fundamentals of housing supply and demand. We’ll start with demand. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic years, demand for housing was sky-high. Millennials, now 

the biggest generation in the U.S., reached peak home-buying years, providing a strong 

demographic tailwind. Changes in living preferences that stemmed from the pandemic 

increased migration and household formation, further bolstering demand. Fiscal stimulus and 

accommodative monetary policy during the pandemic made home ownership more affordable, 

US Fixed Housing Affordability Index
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As a small example, consider a home with three bedrooms and two bathrooms in the Tampa 

Bay, Florida area. If this home cost $360,000 in 2021, and the owner had a 3.5 percent interest 

rate, their monthly payment would come out to $1,293. Now, if that same property is worth 

$400,000 and requires an interest rate of 7.5 percent, the monthly payment is about $2,237—a 

73 percent increase in payments for the same property. 

This dynamic—homeowners not selling due to rising interest rates—has been dubbed “the 

lock-in effect” and is likely the leading reason that supply in the housing market has dropped. 

New listings (the number of properties that hit the market in a given month) have plunged to 

the lowest point in more than a decade, and inventory (how many units are for sale in any given 

month) has dropped 12 percent year-over-year.

New Listings
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These factors combined show us that in 2023, supply and 

demand fell at relatively proportional levels. When this 

happens, according to the basics of supply and demand, 

prices can remain relatively stable, but quantity (the 

number of homes that sell) will decline—which is exactly 

what we’re seeing. As of August 2023, home sales are 

down 11 percent year-over-year, and are down more than 

50 percent from their 2021 highs.

Existing Sales | United States
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and achievable, than it had been in years. From mid-2020 to mid-2022, housing demand 

reached levels not seen since the lead-up to the financial crisis of the late 2000s. 

But as mortgage rates have risen through 2022 and 2023, and housing prices have remained 

steady, affordability has deteriorated. Housing affordability is a measurement of how easily the 

average American can afford the average home, and is currently at its lowest point since the 

mid-1980s. Purchase Index vs 30 Year Fixed
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From mid-2020 to 

mid-2022, housing 

demand reached 

levels not seen 

since the lead-up 

to the financial 

crisis of the late 

2000s.
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Supercharge Your Investing  
with BiggerPockets Pro

With a Pro Membership, you can:

Access 9+ rental analysis calculators and rent estimator tools

Utilize all-in-one property management software from RentRedi

Find off-market deals with software from Invelo

Uncover accounting services free from Stessa

Receive steep discounts on our real estate bootcamps

Tap into an exclusive network of Pros in our community forums

Get free lawyer-approved lease agreement packages for all 50 states! 

Upgrade with the code 

 your first year of Pro Annual!

MARKET24 to get 20% off

http://www.biggerpockets.com/pro
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This publication is protected under the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976 and all other applicable international, 
federal, state, and local laws, and all rights are reserved, including resale rights: you are not allowed to 
reproduce, transmit, or sell this book in part or in full without the written permission of the publisher.

Limit of Liability
Although the author and publisher have made reasonable efforts to ensure that the contents of this book 
were correct at press time, the author and publisher do not make, and hereby disclaim, any representations 
and warranties regarding the content of the book, whether express or implied, including implied warranties 
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. You use the contents in this book/downloadable at 
your own risk. Author and publisher hereby disclaim any liability to any other party for any loss, damage, 
or cost arising from or related to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of the book/downloadable, 
including any errors or omissions in this book, regardless of the cause. Neither the author nor the publisher 
shall be held liable or responsible to any person or entity with respect to any loss or incidental, indirect, 
or consequential damages caused, or alleged to have been caused, directly or indirectly, by the contents 
contained herein. The contents of this book/downloadable are informational in nature and are not legal or 
tax advice, and the authors and publishers are not engaged in the provision of legal, tax or any other advice. 
You should seek your own advice from professional advisors, including lawyers and accountants, regarding 
the legal, tax, and financial implications of any real estate transaction you contemplate.

Digital Rights Disclaimer
All rights reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced, distributed, stored in a retrieval system, 
or transmitted in any form or by any means—electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording, scanning, or 
other electronic of mechanical methods—except for brief quotations in critical reviews or articles, without 
the prior written permission of the publisher. This e-book is licensed and not sold. If you are reading this 
and did not purchase or receive from BiggerPockets.com or BiggerPockets Employees, this is a stolen copy. 
Please report it to publishing@biggerpockets.com.
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Copyright © 2024 by BiggerPockets Publishing.
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